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Plot Summary 
THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

 

B ased on Sandra Cisneros' award-winning novel, this production of The House on Mango Street tells the 
coming-of-age story about a young girl named Esperanza. Through a series of vignettes, playwright Amy 

Ludwig captures the tone and non-linear style of the original book. Two actors play Esperanza; one portrays her 
as a young girl and the other as an older woman. Six other actors play multiple roles transforming rapidly from 
one character to another. 
 
Act One 
As a child, Esperanza Cordero has always moved from house to house, and 
she wishes that her father would finally buy the home of her dreams. In-
stead, he buys a house on Mango Street. New to this unfamiliar Chicago 
neighborhood, Esperanza hopes she will make friends and begin to feel at 
home.  
 
Her experiences resemble those of many young people during that stage 
of life between childhood and adolescence. She enjoys the innocent 
games, fantasies and friendships of childhood, but soon she and her friends begin to experiment with high 
heels, makeup, and boys. Esperanza observes those around her, listens to their stories, and learns about 
beauty, fear, life, death, and loss. She goes to a dance, finds a first job, and begins to mature.  
 
Act Two 
Esperanza continues to observe and gather insights from those around her. Her colorful neighbors and their 
stories of loss and longing fill her days with a rich wealth of human experience. In one scene, she consults a 
fortune-teller. In another, she shares a compelling story about an unknown immigrant who dies suddenly and 
anonymously. She tells a heartbreaking tale of a woman who can’t speak English and only longs to be back in 
Mexico. 
 
As time goes on, Esperanza realizes that she is becoming too old to play childhood games. She admires and 
identifies with the beautiful but abused Sally, who eventually betrays Esperanza. Through her experiences, she 
finds herself both fascinated and repelled by the world of adults.  
 
As she strives to establish her own identity, she decides her life is going to be different. Esperanza realizes how-
ever, that Mango Street will always be a part of her. Near the end of the play, an older woman takes her aside 
and says, “When you leave you must remember to come back for the others. A circle, understand? You will al-
ways be Esperanza. You will always be Mango Street. You can’t erase what you know. You can’t forget who you 
are.” 
 
Still, Esperanza struggles to break away from her roots and her childhood home to become the writer she 
must. She says, “I put it down on paper and then the ghost does not ache so much. I write it down and Mango 
says goodbye sometimes. She does not hold me with both arms. She sets me free.” 

 
 
 

 
By Dr. Virginia McFerran 

THE PERPICH CENTER FOR ARTS EDUCATION 
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Meet the Characters 
THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

I n this play you will meet both young and older Esperanza. The char-
acter, though in reality one person, is played by two actresses who 

represent the two perspectives of Esperanza. While these are in fact 
the same character, they serve different functions. Young Esperanza 
appears as she did in her youth when the action happened. Older 
Esperanza serves as a guide of sorts, traveling back in time to observe 
pivotal events in her own life, but with the wisdom and perspective 
only time and age can bring to one's memory. 
 
Esperanza: A young Mexican-American girl of around twelve years of 
age. She is the oldest child in the family. Esperanza is a bright, kind girl 
who dreams of being a writer. Esperanza will speak in the present of 
the scene she is acting out. 
 
Older Esperanza: Esperanza is an adult in her mid-thirties, and the audi-
ence sees her witness life-changing moments played out in the action 
on the stage. Older Esperanza will speak directly to the audience and 
comment on the scenes played out onstage. 
 
Papa: Esperanza's father, a Mexican immigrant, is hardworking, honest, kind and determined to make a better life 
for his family in the United States. 
 
Mama: Esperanza's mother. She too, is a Mexican immigrant. She happily works hard to make certain her children 
can have opportunities she did not have. 
 
Carlos & Kiki: Esperanza's younger brothers. 
 
Nenny: Esperanza's younger sister. 
 
Rachel & Lucy: Sisters, roughly Esperanza's age, who move into the Mango Street neighborhood and become her 
lifelong friends. 
 
Marin: Esperanza's older cousin, a young woman in her late teens or early twenties. 
 
Alicia: Esperanza's friend throughout her youth. Alicia faces isolation from her friends because she makes the deci-
sion to go to college. 
 
Sally: Esperanza's friend, a girl slightly older than Esperanza, who enjoys getting male attention. She is far more ad-
vanced and experienced than Esperanza and tries to push Esperanza into being like her. 
 
Mamacita: An elderly Mexican immigrant who lives in the neighborhood. Mamacita speaks no English and misses 
her home, Mexico. Mamacita represents the ties to Mexico. 
 

By Kirsten Pardun-Johannsen 
ORONO SCHOOLS 

The “real” Mango Street house at 1524 N. Campbell 
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Meet The Author 
SANDRA CISNEROS 

S andra Cisneros is an award winning novelist, poet, essayist, and 
short story writer. Born in 1954, she grew up as the third child 

and only girl in a family with seven children. During her childhood, 
her family moved frequently and sometimes traveled back and 
forth from Mexico. In 1966, her family moved to Chicago and set-
tled in a house and neighborhood that would later inspire and 
shape her stories in The House on Mango Street. 
 
Though Cisneros began writing as a child, her father believed she 
should fill a traditional female role by marrying and having children. 
Her mother, however, nurtured her love of books, getting her a li-
brary card before she could even read. She says, “I became a writer 
not because I went to school but because my mother took me to 

the library. I wanted to become a writer so I could see my name in the card catalog.” 
 
After graduating from high school, Cisneros became a student at Loyola University. “In retrospect, I’m lucky my 
father believed daughters were meant for husbands. It meant it didn’t matter if I majored in something silly like 
English,” Cisneros wrote in an essay which appeared in Glamour magazine. She earned her B.A. in English in 
1976. 
 
Cisneros was accepted into the Iowa Writer’s Workshop after she graduated from college. She admits she was 
terribly insecure during her first year in the program, unsure of her own skills and intellect. “What did I, Sandra 
Cisneros, know? What could I know? My classmates were from the best schools in the country. They had been 
bred as fine hothouse flowers. I was a yellow weed among the city’s cracks,” she said in an interview with Pub-
lisher’s Weekly. Cisneros finally found her own voice by utilizing her past: “I decided I would write about some-
thing my classmates couldn’t write about.”  
 
She earned her master’s degree in creative writing and then returned to Chicago where she began work at the 
Latino Youth Alternative High School for high school dropouts. Meanwhile, she continued writing. Eventually, 
she received a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts and completed The House on Mango 
Street. The novel was first published in 1984, and over time, the book received growing recognition, eventually 
appearing on the required reading lists of major universities and schools throughout the country.  
 
After the success of The House on Mango Street, Cisneros became one of the first Latina writers to receive a ma-
jor publishing contract. Her collection of short stories, Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories, was published 
in 1991. She received the MacArthur Genius Fellowship in 1995 and completed her novel Caramelo. Her other 
major works include two poetry collections: My Wicked Wicked Ways and Loose Woman. She has also written a 
children’s book, Hair/Pelitos, a collection of her writing titled Vintage Cisneros, and a picture book for adults, 
Have You Seen Marie? 
 
Through her original and groundbreaking work and her tireless encouragement of others, Cisneros has moti-
vated readers, writers, young Latinos, and all those who understand the power of words. Her voice continues to 
endure and inspire. 
 
Adapted from The House on Mango Street Study Guide Steppenwolf for Young Adults  

Sandra Cisneros 

http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/I_always_tell_people_that_I_became_a_writer_not_because_I_went_to_school_but_because_my_mother_took_/410336/
http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/I_always_tell_people_that_I_became_a_writer_not_because_I_went_to_school_but_because_my_mother_took_/410336/
http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/I_always_tell_people_that_I_became_a_writer_not_because_I_went_to_school_but_because_my_mother_took_/410336/
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Spanish/English Translations 
THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

 
 

Spanish      English 

Aquí esta!      Here it is! 
Mi bisabuela. Que mujer!    My great-grandmother. What a woman! 
nomás cinco      just five 
Esperame.      Wait for me.  
mira       look 
tembleque      trembling 
Demasiado de esto.     Too much of this. 
abuelito      grandpa 
Está muerto.      He is dead. 
Que sean quietos.     That they are calm/That are still. 
los espíritus      the spirits 
celos       jealousy 
tristeza       sadness/sorrow 
Una Casa en el corazón.     A house is the heart. 
Así?       Like this? 
Ay, soy triste.      Oh, I am sad.      
Cuando, cuando, cuando?    When, when, when? 
los comadres      the wives 
bueno       good 
 
 
Discussion Questions: 
 
1. Do you think the use of Spanish in the play will add or detract from your understanding of the show?                

Explain. 
2. The United States does not have an official national language. What does no official language suggest 

about our society? Why do you believe that is? Do you think there should be an official language? 
3. How important is it for students today to learn a second language and be able to speak that second lan-

guage fluently? Will this skill become more or less important in the future? Explain. 
4. Why do you think the author of The House on Mango Street included Spanish words and phrases in the 

book? Do you think she should have included more? Explain. If the same story were written today, would 
more or fewer Spanish words and phrases be included in the text? Explain. 

 
 

 

         

 

 

 

By Jennifer Parker 
FALCON RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
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Coming to the United States 
LATINO IMMIGRATION TO CHICAGO 

M exican immigration to The United States began to gather  
momentum after 1910, spurred by the Mexican Revolution and 
rapid American industrialization. The city of Chicago specifically 
employed enganchistas, or labor recruiters, along the northern 
border of Mexico to entice young male workers to the city. It 
was often a tough sell. The journey to Chicago was far longer 
than the trip to southern Texas or California. When they did  
arrive, Mexican immigrants worked mainly on farms, in factories, 
or, as in the case of Sandra Cisneros’ mother’s family, on the  
railroad. 
 
As more women began to arrive, Mexican immigrants started to 
organize colonistas, or residential enclaves, in the Back of the Yards, South Chicago and Near West Side neighbor-
hoods. These communities provided a stable entry point with a common language for new Spanish-speaking immi-
grants. However, the colonistas were not altogether segregated: Hispanics lived together with Italian and Polish Chi-
cagoans and often worked collectively as a united working-class front. As their population grew, Mexican-Americans 
also began to organize newspapers, labor unions and mutual benefit societies (called mutualistas). These mutualis-
tas required monthly dues and supported their members through times of unemployment and helped pay travel 
expenses to Mexico in the event of a family death. 
 
Immigration from Mexico and other Latin American countries continued to grow throughout WWII: between 1943 
and 1945, at least fifteen thousand baceros (guest workers) arrived in Chicago to work in wartime plants. In the 
early 1950s, the Latino community founded the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC), an organization 
that still fights for the educational and civil rights of the American-Latino community. 
 
In 1960, there were at least 56,000 Mexican-Americans living in Chicago – and that number was growing steadily. By 
the mid-1970s, a large portion of the Mexican population moved into the once-Czech Pilsen neighborhood and into 
La Villita (Little Village) in the city’s South Lawndale area. The area has become known for its colorful muralistas and 
in 1987 became the home of the National Museum of Mexican Art. Puerto-Rican Americans initially settled in the 
city’s Northwest Side and Humbolt Park neighborhoods, and Cuban Americans found their niche in the diverse  
Uptown neighborhood and in Rogers Park. At the dawn of the millennium, Chicago had at least 530,000 Latino  
Americans living within its city limits. 

Pilsen Neighborhood, Chicago 

CONTINUED... 
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ARTISTIC AND LITERARY CONTEXT Coming to the United States 
CONTINUED 

Chicago Neighborhoods 
 

C hicago’s diverse neighborhoods are filled to the brim with history and heritage. You can drive just ten min-
utes and be in a completely different world, surrounded by unique ethnic scents and colorful murals or tall 
shiny buildings that stretch to the sky. The word that is often used to describe Chicago neighborhoods is char-
acter – each little enclave is like its own mini-city with its own story to tell. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from The House on Mango Street Study Guide Steppenwolf for Young Adults  
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Enhancing Cultural Context Through Visual Literacy 
A PRE-PLAY ACTIVITY 

Dear Teachers: 
 
The follow activity is designed to expose your students to a wide variety of examples of Latino visual culture.  It 
could be used in the following ways: 
 
a. Independent student learning with each student having a computer in a computer lab setting. 
 
b. Group student learning with a few computers in the classroom. 
 
c. Classroom learning with a teacher’s computer and projector. 
 
This activity could be used in the following areas of study: 
 
Theater 
Social Studies 
Literary Arts 
Studio Arts 
 
 
 

Frank Romero 
Death of Rubén Salazar 

1986  

CONTINUED... 
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ARTISTIC AND LITERARY CONTEXT 

Before going to the theatrical play based upon Sandra Cisneros’ The House On Mango Street (1984), let’s  
thematically explore a wide selection of Latino art history. Enjoy! 
 
Go to http://www.artsconnected.org/resource/164662/latino-art-2014 
Click on Present 
Click on the hyperlink(s) 
When you are finished with a hyperlinked page, close the window and move on to another section by clicking on 
the tab at the top to go back to the home page and then click on next. 
 
Political influences: 
Click on next 
a. Click on the two hyperlinks and then compare one Latino radical poster by Ester Hernandez with one by Car-
los A. Cortez. 
 
 
 
 
Click on next 
b. Take notes as you watch the trailer for Pedro Reyes’ Baby Marx project from 2008 that explores the impact of 
political ideologies on Latin America and beyond through puppets of Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin and Che Guevara. 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on next 
c. Look through The Oakland Museum of Art’s Political Poster collection and then discuss your favorite Latino 
poster. 
 
 
 
 
 
Cultural Influences: 
Click on next 
a. As you watch this art21 segment, take note regarding how Pepon Osorio’s art reflects his culture. 
 
 
 
b. Discuss which one of these two artists has more similarities to Osorio’s art: 
 
Luis Gispert’s Photography Series of 2003: 
 
 
Maria Brito’s El Patio de Mi Casa, 1990: 
 
 
Click on next 

Enhancing Cultural Context Through Visual Literacy 
STUDENT HANDOUT 

CONTINUED... 

http://www.artsconnected.org/resource/164662/latino-art-2014
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ARTISTIC AND LITERARY CONTEXT 

c. Compare the different themes addressed by the Latino Pop Artists of the 1960s: Marisol, Mel Casas, and Luis 
Jimenez. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on next 
d. Discuss your favorite Street Life artistic piece from The National Museum of American Art’s Our America: The 
Latino Presence in American Art exhibition. 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on next 
e. Compare how Jesus Moroles (video), Mariana Castillo Deball, and Enrique Chagoya incorporated the art of 
early cultures in their contemporary work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work: 
Click on next 
Compare how Christina Fernandez in her Maria’s Great Expedition, 1995-96, and Maria Magdalena Campos-
Pons in her installation entitled Sugar/Bittersweet, 2010, thematically addressed the history of their ancestors’ 
labor. 
 

Enhancing Cultural Context Through Visual Literacy 
STUDENT HANDOUT 

By Craig Farmer 
THE PERPICH CENTER FOR ARTS EDUCATION 
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Tossing Lines 
FROM THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

Objective 
The purpose of this activity is to familiarize students with The House on Mango Street by exposing 
them to lines spoken in the play. Based on these lines, students are to make predictions about the 
play’s characters and central conflicts and discuss these predictions. This activity helps students form 
questions, gain insight, and build excitement for seeing and hearing these lines acted out on stage. 
“Tossing Lines” serves the students best if completed before they attend the play. 
 
Time Allotted                  Materials 
20-30 minutes                             Tennis ball or hackey-sack  
                               Slips of paper cut from Tossing Lines on the following page 

 
Procedure 
Cut out the slips of paper printed on the following page and distribute them to volunteers. Give stu-
dents a few minutes (or overnight, if appropriate) to practice or memorize their lines. When they’re 
ready, have these students form a circle and give one student the ball. After she speaks her line, the 
student tosses the ball to another student who speaks his assigned line. Students toss the ball across 
the circle until all lines have been heard a few times. Encourage students to speak lines with varying 
emotions, seeking out a variety of ways to perform the lines. If there is time, reassign lines within the 
group or to other students in the class for another round. 
 
Optional: 
Reassign lines within the group (or to other students in the classroom) and continue for another 
round. 
 
Discussion Questions: 

The following questions may be used to guide discussion following the activity. 

1. Where and when do you think this play takes place? Which lines support your ideas? 

2. Can you predict what themes might be present in this production based on the lines you’ve heard? 
What might be the central conflict? Which lines support your ideas? 

3. What do these lines tell you about the characters? Which lines support your ideas? 

4. Based on these lines, what images come to mind? What do you expect to see visually during the 
production? 

Adapted from Peggy O’Brien’s  
Shakespeare Set Free (1993) 
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 ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES Tossing Lines From The House on Mango Street 
A PRE-PLAY CLASS ACTIVITY: QUOTES FROM THE PLAY 

“The house on Mango Street is ours, and we don't have to pay rent to anybody...or be careful not to 

make too much noise..."  

“If I give you a dollar will you kiss me?"  

 “You live there?"  

"It made your blood freeze to have somebody look at you like that."  

“The neighborhood is getting bad." 

“Until then I am a red balloon, a balloon tied to an anchor." 

“We could be friends.” 

“I have never seen my Papa cry.”  

“You must remember to keep writing, Esperanza....It will keep you free.”  

“Good lucky you didn't come yesterday. The planets were all mixed up yesterday.”  

“They never knew about the two-room flats and sleeping rooms he rented..."  

“I had lots of job offers when I was young, but I never took them.” 

“I don't cross the street like the other girls. Straight ahead, straight eyes.”  

“And it doesn't matter how new the dress Mama bought is because my feet are ugly..."  
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Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #1 

OLDER ESPERANZA  We didn't always live on Mango Street. Before that we lived on Loomis on the third 
   floor, and before that we lived on Keeler. 
 
YOUNGER ESPERANZA enters, as though called out of memory. 
 
ESPERANZA    Before Keeler it was -- 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA   Paulina. 
 
ESPERANZA   And before that? 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  I can't remember. But what I remember most is moving a lot. Each time it seemed there'd 
   be one more of us. By the time we got to Mango Street we were six—Mama, Papa, 
   Carlos, Kiki, my sister Nenny / and me. 
 
ESPERANZA   And me. 
 
YOUNG ESPERANZA’S family runs excitedly onto the stage. She crosses to join them. It is 
moving day; they are all looking around to see which house will be their new home. 
 
ESPERANZA   The house on Mango Street is ours, and we don't have to pay rent to anybody, or share 
   the yard with the people downstairs, or be careful not to make too much noise, and there isn't 
   a landlord banging on the ceiling with a broom. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  But even so, it wasn't the house we'd thought we'd get. They always told us that one day 
   we would move into a house, 
 
ESPERANZA   A real house that would be ours for always so we wouldn't have to move each year. 
 
NENNY    And our house would have running water and pipes that worked. 
 
CARLOS   And inside it would have real stairs, not hallway stairs, but stairs inside like the houses on T.V. 
 
KIKI    And we'd have a basement and at least three washrooms so when we took a bath we wouldn't 
   have to tell everybody. 
 
ESPERANZA   Our house would be white with trees around it, 
 
NENNY    a great big yard and grass growing without a fence. 
 
MAMA    This was the house Papa talked about when he held a lottery ticket 
 
PAPA    and this was the house Mama dreamed up in the stories she told before we went to bed. 
 
PAPA turns upstage and sees the "house." 

CONTINUED... 
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 ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #1 CONTINUED 

 
PAPA   (CONT.) Aqui esta! 
 
The family turns to see the house. Oh no. Slowly, sadly, they cross up & into it. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  But the house on Mango Street was not the way they told it at all. 
 
ESPERANZA   It's small and red with tight steps in front and windows so small you'd think they were holding 
   their breath. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  Bricks were crumbling in places, and the front door was so swollen you had to push hard 
   to get in. 
 
NENNY    There’s no front yard, 
 
ESPERANZA   only four little elms the city planted by the curb. 
 
PAPA    Out back is a small garage 
 
MAMA    for the car we don't own yet 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  and a small yard that looked smaller between the two buildings on either side. There were 
   stairs in our house, 
 
CARLOS   but they're ordinary hallway stairs, 
 
KIKI    and the house has only one washroom. 
 
ESPERANZA   Everybody has to share a bedroom—Mama and Papa, Carlos and Kiki, me and Nenny. 
 
ESPERANZA, annoyed by NENNY, leaves the stoop and crosses downstage. The family remains on the platform and 
steps. A NUN enters. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  Once when we were living on Loomis, a nun from my school passed by and saw me playing out 
   front. 
 
ESPERANZA   The laundromat downstairs had been boarded up because it had been robbed two days before 
   and the owner had painted on the wood YES WE'RE OPEN so as not to lose business. 
 
NUN    Where do you live? 
 
ESPERANZA   (pointing up to the third floor) There, 
 
NUN    You live there? 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  There. I had to look to where she pointed— 
 
ESPERANZA   the third floor, the paint peeling, wooden bars Papa had nailed on the windows so we 
   wouldn't fall out. 
 
NUN & COMPANY  You live there? CONTINUED... 
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 ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #1 CONTINUED 

 
 
Questions for Discussion: 
1. Explain the American Dream. Do people still strive for the American Dream? How do you think individuals 

achieve the American Dream?  
2. Why do you think a house is so important to this family? 
3. How do you envision Esperanza’s neighborhood? Describe your neighborhood. Are there any similarities 

with Esperanza’s neighborhood? 
4. What makes a neighborhood a community? Is Esperanza’s neighborhood a community? Explain. 
5. Are you surprised at the reaction of the nun? Why or why not? 
6. What does a real house mean to Esperanza? How do you think this ideal will shape her future? 

By Jennifer Parker 
FALCON RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

BOTH ESPERANZAS  The way she said it made me feel like nothing. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  There. 
 
ESPERANZA   I lived there. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  I nodded. 
 
The NUN crosses herself, then exits. 
 
ESPERANZA   I knew then I had to have a house. A real house. One I could point to. But this isn't it. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  The house on Mango Street isn't it. 
 
MAMA    For the time being, 
 
ESPERANZA   Mama says. 
 
PAPA    Temporary, 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  says Papa. 
 
ESPERANZA   But I know how those things go. 
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Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #2 

ESPERANZA   In English my name means hope. In Spanish it means too many letters. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  It means sadness, it means waiting. 
 
ESPERANZA   It is like the number nine. A muddy color. It is the Mexican records my father plays on 
   Sunday mornings when he is shaving, songs like sobbing. It was my great- grandmother's  
   name-- 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  And now it is mine. 
 
ESPERANZA   She was a horse woman too, born like me in the Chinese year of the horse—which is  
   supposed to be bad luck if you're born female—but I think this is a Chinese lie because  
   the Chinese, like the Mexicans, don't like their women strong. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  Mi bisabuela. Que mujer! I would've liked to have known her, a wild horse of a woman,  
   so wild she wouldn't marry. Until my great-grandfather threw a sack over her head and  
   carried her off. 
 
BOTH ESPERANZAS  Just like that, 
 
ESPERANZA   As if she were a fancy chandelier. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  That's the way he did it. And the story goes she never forgave him. She looked out the 
   window her whole life, the way so many women sit their sadness on an elbow. 
 
ESPERANZA   I wonder if she made the best with what she got or was she sorry because she couldn't  
   be all the things she wanted to be. 
 
BOTH ESPERANZAS  Esperanza. 
 
ESPERANZA   I have inherited her name, 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  but I don't want to inherit her place by the window. 
 
ESPERANZA closes her notebook and sits, speaking to her older self. 
 
ESPERANZA   At school they say my name funny as if the syllables were made out of tin and hurt the  
   roof of your mouth. But in Spanish my name is made out of a softer something, like  
   silver, not quite as thick as sister's name— Magdalena—which is uglier than mine.  
   Magdalena who at least can come home and become Nenny. But I am always Esperanza. I 
   would like to baptize myself under a new name, a name more like the real me, the one nobody 
   sees. Esperanza as Lisandra or Maritza or Zeze the X. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  Yes. 
 
ESPERANZA   Something like Zeze the X will do. 

CONTINUED... 
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 ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES 

By Jennifer Parker 
FALCON RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #2 CONTINUED 

Questions for Discussion: 
1. Describe the interplay between the older and younger Esperanzas. How do you think the interaction will 

play out on the stage? 
2. Does the use of Spanish words and phrases add or detract from your understanding  of the scene? Explain. 
3. What’s in a name? How does a name give or suggest one’s identity? 
4. In what ways does Esperanza’s knowledge of her namesake shape her understanding of herself? What does 

this understanding tell you about women in  Mexican society?  
5. Why does Esperanza want to be baptized with a different name? Does her name cause her shame? Explain. 
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Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #3 

ESPERANZA   Those who don't know any better come into our neighborhood scared. 
 
The ensemble swarms out many entrances, including through the audience, if possible. 
 
ALL    They think we're dangerous. 
 
CHOLO 1   They think we will attack them with shiny knives. 
 
GIRL 1    They are stupid people who are lost 
 
CHOLO 2   and got here by mistake. 
 
ALL    But we aren't afraid. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  We know the guy with the crooked eye is 
 
ESPERANZA/GIRL 2/CHOLO 3   Davey the Baby's brother, 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  and the tall one next to him in the straw brim, 
 
ESPERANZA/GIRL 3/CHOLO 2   that's Rosa's Eddie V. 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  and the big one that looks like a dumb grown man, 
 
ESPERANZA/GIRL 1/CHOLO 1   He's Fat Boy, 
 
OLDER ESPERANZA  though he's not fat anymore nor a boy. 
 
ESPERANZA   All brown all around, 
 
ALL    We are safe. 
 
They all look around nervously, then move together. 
 
ESPERANZA   But watch us drive into a neighborhood of another color 
 
CHOLO 3   and our knees go shakity-shake 
 
GIRL 1    and our car windows get rolled up tight 
 
CHOLO 1   and our eyes look straight. 
 
ALL    Yeah. 
 
ESPERANZA   That is how it goes and goes. CONTINUED... 
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 ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES Pre-Play Text Analysis 
SCENE TO READ ALOUD #3 CONTINUED 

Questions for Discussion: 
1. How do others see Esperanza’s neighborhood? Use evidence from the text to support your answer. 
2. What makes a neighborhood seem dangerous to outsiders? 
3. How do stereotypes add to the feelings about a place or community? 
4. Are there neighborhoods in the Twin Cities that people are afraid to drive through or live in? What make 

them so? 
5. Can you judge a neighborhood by appearance only? Does a neighborhood with larger homes have fewer 

problems than one with smaller, older homes?  

By Jennifer Parker 
FALCON RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
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Adaptation 
FROM PAGE TO STAGE 

W hen a piece of writing is changed or modified in order to create a play, the resulting text is referred to 
as a theatrical adaptation. Think of how some of your favorite books have been made into movies. That is 
called a film adaptation. In both theatrical and film adaptations, the original writings are the motivations for 
the play or film, but some changes or modifications are made. 
 
In 1993 Amy Ludwig adapted The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros into a play. Her adaptation did 
not include twelve vignettes that were originally published in the book: 
 
 “Hairs” 
 “Laughter” 
 “Gil’s Furniture Bought & Sold” 
 “Meme Ortiz” 
 “There Was an Old Woman She Had So Many Children She Didn’t Know What to Do” 
 “And Some More” 
 “The Earl of Tennessee” 
 “Rafaela Who Drinks Coconut & Papaya Juice on Tuesdays” 
 “Minerva Writes Poems” 
 “Beautiful and Cruel” 
 “Alicia & I Talking on Edna’s Steps” 
 “A House of My Own” 
 
Link to all vignettes with optional audio of each vignette read by Sandra Cisneros: 
http://esl-bits.net/ESL.English.Learning.Audiobooks/Mango_Street/ 
 
 
Make a Scene Activity: 
 
The following activity can be done individually or in groups, depending on the number of actors needed in the 
scene.  
 
The activity can be done before seeing the play, using one of the Scenes to Read Aloud on pages 15-21 of this 
guide as a model. It could also be done after students have actually seen how the vignettes have been adapted 
for the stage. 
 
Step 1. Choose one of the vignettes that was not included in the play. Be sure that you choose a vignette that 
you can imagine being acted out. 
 
Step 2. Read it aloud. What does this vignette have in common with other scenes in the play? Why do you 
think it was left out of the play? 
 

CONTINUED... 
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Step 3. Adapt your chosen vignette into a scene which includes stage directions and dialogue. 
 
  Note: While creating your adaptation, take into consideration the following questions: 
 
1. How many characters are needed in this scene? Are there any that you can omit? 
2. How do the actors’ vocal tones change based on what they are saying? Are they whispering, growling, or 

laughing as they speak? 
3. Will two or more characters ever speak together? 
4. Are there any written parts in the vignette that should not be included in the scene? 
5. Are there any musical selections or sound effects needed in this scene? 
6. Are there any props that are needed for this scene? 
7. What actions are talked about in the vignette that should instead be acted out in the scene? How will the 

actors move around the stage? 
 
Writing Hints: 
 
1. Consider removing some or all “he said,” “she said,” “they said,” etc., and actually have the actors say it.  
 
         For example, at the very end of the vignette “Laughter,” Cisneros writes,   
         “Rachel and Lucy look at me like I’m crazy, but before they can let out a laugh,  
         Nenny says: Yes, that’s Mexico all right. That’s what I was thinking exactly.”  
         Consider having the actor playing Nenny speak instead of saying, “Nenny says.” 
 
2.  From the Poetic Language section on page 24 of this study guide, choose 3 or 4 of the poetic elements to in-
corporate into your adaptation.  
         
 
 
 
 

From Page to Stage 
CONTINUED 

By Theodore Fabel 
BROADWAY ALTERNATIVE  AT LONGFELLOW 
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Poetic Language 
THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

I n addition to novels and short stories, Sandra Cisneros published two books of poetry, My Wicked Wicked Ways, 
1987; and Loose Woman, 1994. Cisneros’s poetic stylings are prevalent in The House on Mango Street, and of the 
novel, the Miami Herald wrote, “Like the best of poetry, it opens the windows of the heart without a wasted word.” 
Below are some of the poetic elements present in the stage adaptation of The House on Mango Street. 
 
1. alliteration—the repetition of usually initial consonant sounds in two or more neighboring words or syllables. 
 

“Their strength is secret. They send ferocious roots beneath the ground.” 
 
2. imagery—language that causes people to imagine pictures in their minds. 
 

“Then he took off flooring that car into a yellow blur.” 
 
3. metaphor—a figure of speech in which a term or phrase is applied to something to which it is not literally  
applicable in order to suggest a resemblance. 
 

“Some day I will have a best friend all my own. One I can tell my secrets to. One who will understand my jokes 
without my having to explain them. Until then I am a red balloon, a balloon tied to an anchor.” 

 
4. onomatopoeia—the naming of a thing or action by a vocal imitation of the sound associated with it. 
 

“When the arc opens wide like jaws Nenny jumps in across from me, the rope tick-ticking, the little gold ear-
rings our mama gave her for her First Holy Communion bound.”  

 
5. personification—attribution of personal qualities; especially: representation of a thing as a person or by the human 
form and actions. 
 

“She teaches us to cross and uncross our legs, and to run like a double-dutch rope, and how to walk down to 
the corner so that the shoes talk back to you with every step.” 

 
6. repetition—repeating particular words or phrases to make them stand out. 
 

“And no one could yell at you if they saw you out in the dark leaning against a car, leaning against somebody 
without someone thinking you are bad, without somebody saying it is wrong, without the whole world waiting 
for you to make a mistake when all you wanted, all you wanted, Sally, was to love and to love and to love and 
to love, and no one could call that crazy.” 

 
7. simile—a phrase that uses the words like or as to describe someone or something by comparing it with someone or 
something else that is similar. 
 

“His feet were fat and doughy like thick tamales.” 
 

 

CONTINUED... 

about:blank
about:blank
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/personal
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/person
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8. symbolism—having an object represent or stand for something else, something usually intangible. 
 

“She likes looking at the walls, at how neatly their corners meet, the linoleum roses on the floor, the 
ceiling smooth as wedding cake.” 

 
In this case, the “linoleum roses on the floor” could be a symbol for fake or artificial love. Roses are often a 
symbol for love, but if they are made of linoleum, then that makes them artificial. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activities:  
 
1. Look through the Scenes to Read Aloud on pages 15-21 in this study guide. Find examples of poetic language 
and list them.  
 
2. What poetic devices do you prefer? Why?  
 
3. Choose three of your favorite poetic devices from the list above to create descriptions of your own identity, 
family, or neighborhood.  
 

 

 

By Theodore Fabel 
BROADWAY ALTERNATIVE  AT LONGFELLOW 

Poetic Language 
CONTINUED 
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What’s in a Name 
PRE-PLAY ACTIVITY 

Create a Monologue: 
 
Step 1: Teacher or two students read aloud: “My Name” from The House on Mango Street, which can be 
found in the Scenes to Read Aloud on page 18 of this guide.  
 
Step 2: Write a journal entry in paragraph form addressing some or all of the following questions: 
 
1. Does your name have a story? Where did you get your name? Are you named after someone or some-

thing?  
2. Esperanza in Spanish means “hope.” Does your name have another meaning? What does it mean to you? 
3. Do you have a nickname? How did you get your nickname?  
4. What do you like about your name? 
5. What do you dislike about your name? 
6. Would you change your name if you could? What would you like to be called and why?  
 
Step 3: Create a monologue about your name. 
 
Step 4: Divide into pairs. Read and discuss your name monologues with your partner. 
 
Step 5: Perform your monologue for the class or introduce your partner to the class telling what  you have 
learned about each other from your name monologues. 
 
 
 
 

Poetry Option:  
 
Note: This option could be used after you have created your name monologue in the first 3 steps above. 
 
Step 1: Look at the Poetic Language section on page 24 in this study guide. 
 
Step 2: Read “My Name” a second time and find examples of poetic imagery.  
 
Step 3: List the poetic passages from “My Name” that seem compelling to you. 
 
Step 4: Study your own name monologue and find poetic ways to describe your own name and your feelings 
about it. 
 
Step 5: Create an original poem about your name. 
 

 

 

 By Dr. Virginia McFerran 
THE PERPICH CENTER FOR ARTS EDUCATION 
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Post-Play Discussion Questions 
THE HOUSE ON MANGO STREET 

1. In the play we meet two versions of Esperanza: Esperanza as a child and teen, and Esperanza as an adult with life 
experience and perspective. We often hear the two characters comment on the same situation although each of 
the Esperanzas interpret the situation differently. Why has the playwright chosen to present both? Do you like this 
approach? Why or why not? Does it provide you with a deeper understanding of the situation? How? Consider an 
event in your past that carries some significance to you. Have your ideas, feelings, beliefs about that event changed 
as you have grown? How have they changed? Why? 
 
2. What makes up Esperanza’s identity, both in her past, as the younger self, and in her present, as the older self? 
How big a role does each of the following play in creating this identity: Her family? Her neighborhood? Her culture? 
Her gender? Her race? Her social class? What else contributes to the construction of her identity? Of these, which 
contributes most significantly? 
 
3. The idea of “place” is central to the play. How is “place” different from “home”? How does the playwright create 
“place”? Is home a part of place or is place a part of home? Explain. How do you see your place? How much of your 
home is a part of your place? 
 
4. In the beginning of Act I, Esperanza introduces the audience to her neighborhood. She says, “Those who don’t 
know any better come into our neighborhood scared.” What does she mean by this? Do we, as a diverse society, 
fear that which is different? Why? Does the media play a role in creating this fear? How? If we are indeed condi-
tioned to fear those who are different from us, who does that conditioning? Why? Is isolation a form of control? 
Why or why not? 
 
5. The idea of shame is carried throughout the play. Esperanza feels shame about her house, her clothes, her fam-
ily, her culture, and her body. What or who creates a feeling of shame? How does one learn to feel ashamed? Con-
sider a time you felt shame. What was at the root of the feeling of shame? Are the feelings of shame and the fear 
of inadequacy connected? 
 
6. The character of Alicia decides to go to college. This act isolates her from her friends. Why does this happen? 
How is education linked to social class? What assumptions are often made about people who have little formal 
education? Where do those assumptions come from? Is formal education necessary if one wants to be educated? 
Why or why not?  
 
7. Consider the scene with Geraldo. In speaking about Geraldo after his death, Older Esperanza says, “They never 
saw the kitchenettes. They never knew about the two-room flats and sleeping rooms he rented, the weekly money 
orders sent home, the currency exchange. How could they?” Explain what she means in these lines. Who is “they”? 
The U.S. is currently facing an immigration “crisis” along its Mexican border. How does Older Esperanza’s state-
ment relate to this current event?  
 
8. Esperanza speaks about her brown saddle shoes throughout the play. Consider the scene where she dances with 
her Papa. How are the saddle shoes a metaphor for Esperanza’s life? As an adult what shoe might she be today? 
What shoe are you? 
 
9. Why is it significant that Esperanza and her friends are given high-heeled shoes to wear? What does this  
indicate?  
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10. Are the women portrayed in this play trapped by their gender? If so, how? What does Esperanza 
mean when she says that the street has too many women looking out of the windows? Were the males 
and the females treated differently from each other in the play? Were some males forgiven for a trans-
gression because of their gender, and were some of the females blamed because of their gender? Justify 
your answer with evidence from the play. Is the practice of excusing or blaming behavior based on gen-
der (e.g. “boys will be boys”) still prevalent in present day society? 
 
 
11. At the end of the play the two Esperanzas reflect on Esperanza leaving the neighborhood. Where is 
she going? Both Esperanzas reflect on the past and state that they/she didn’t always live on Mango 
Street but lived in other places. What does she/they mean by this? How does Esperanza’s departure re-
flect her growth? Does growth require sacrifice? Always? What does Esperanza sacrifice? What does she 
mean when she says that, “They will not know I have gone away to come back.” Can you identify ways 
that this is true in your life or in the lives of those who are close to you? 

Post-Play Discussion Questions 
CONTINUED 

By Kirsten Pardun-Johannsen 
ORONO SCHOOLS 
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